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Research area
I am doing a mini-project during the spring concerning domestic everyday usage
of computers by non-technical users. Depending on the result this might somehow
evolve into a research area.

In the last decade there has been a major shift in Sweden from technical users to
non-technical users of computers due to their wide spread at work and company
offers of home-computers. In October 2001 over 78 percent or 6.2 million people
had access to a computer at home, at school or at work.1 Another major survey
was performed in the year 2000 that showed that about 4 million people in
Sweden had access to a computer at home.2 It also showed that about 30 percent
of the people in the age of 16 to 64 use computers on a daily basis and just as
many use it at least once a week. How many that has a technical background is
not easy to read out from the survey but an estimation based on the figures
resulted in less than 10 percent.

I believe that for this large group of users the computer is simply a tool that they
need in order to participate in today's computerised society and workplaces. They
are not interested in computers per se or to have any structural knowledge of how
they work.

An everyday usage deals with how the user use the computer at home; what
kind of activities and actions are involved when he or she is not using it in a work
context and are the needs different? Surveys and research in this area has so far
mainly focused on accessibility and internet usage.

The interface that is presented to the user by an ordinary computer system is still
relatively complex and demands that the user understands terms such as file,
format, program, catalogue, installation, configuration etc. A part from being
complex the interface is based on a metaphor where the operating system and its
file system is presented as a desktop in which icons based on desktop objects

                                                
1 According to Mediamätning i Skandinavien (MMS), a company that on a regular
basis measures the accessibility of PCs in Sweden.
http://www.mms.se/nyhetsarkiv/datorer_och_internet_Nov00_Okt01.htm,
2002-04-26
2 Carl-Magnus Jaensson, Alexandra Kopf, Anders Hintze, Lars-Olov Sundh,
Lennart Forssén, Zine-Abidine Ouazzani, Peter Skatt, Petra Nilsson, Gunila
Nockhammar, Hans Eriksson & Anders Sundström, IT i hem och företag – en
statistisk beskrivning, Statistiska centralbyrån, ISBN 91-618-1094-0,
http://www.scb.se/publkat/transporter/it/it.pdf, 2002-04-26
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represent different computer objects. They can be files, folders, documents etc and
they can be moved and manipulated through direct manipulation.

Even though the desktop metaphor conceals some of the operating system’s
structure it is still quite visible. How is this affecting the user, is it supportive or
destructive? Would another metaphor better support the everyday usage? Is it
possible to find a new level of abstraction with a more minimal design that
conceals the operating system even more? The user would start from a more
limited access of functionality. Installation and configuration would be automated
and errors would to a larger extent be handled instead of reported.

Will this kind of reasoning eventually “grow away” when today's young
generation grow up and have learned how to deal with computers early on and
therefore are used to the structure and the metaphor? This is a valid question—but
is it a correct premise? Should we just accept today's design structures regardless
of whether they are valid or not? I believe we should improve them so that they
better fit the users’ needs.

Discussion
� Is the desktop metaphor still valid?
� Is it reasonable to look at the interface design on a system level instead of an

application level?
� Is it reasonable to have a minimal interface design for non-technical users at

the same time as it is totally visible and open for technical users? Could and
should a system interface comprise of several abstraction levels at the same
time?

My Background
Theatre was my main interest for many years. I have worked as an actress and a
director in various independent theatre groups and I have gone to several theatre
schools, including The University of Kansas from which I have 28 American
credit points in Theatre. I also have 40 Swedish credit points in Film Studies from
The University of Stockholm.

While I was doing theatre I was also working full time as project manager and
software testing manager. I started out as a committed user who wanted to
influence my work situation. At first I was engaged as a user representative in
software development projects, but with increased experience and after attending
some courses in project management I went on to a full time employment as a
project manager. When I went back to school my first goal was to “become what I
was”. Then—I came in contact with HCI and my life took a new turn. I took my
Master's degree in March 2002 with Computer Science and HCI as my major.
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I am now a PhD student at IPLab since March 2002, but it is not yet decided what
my research area will be. My main interests are questions concerning:

� Design: minimal design and narrativity in interface design
� Process: the user's part in software development processes
� Psychology: meeting processes and activity theory
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